SHADOW’S ROOST
A STONEWELL ABBEY QUEST BY DAVID BEZIO
THE TALE OF SHADOW’S ROOST
They came for stones but they found doom
A pillar of rocks in wooded gloom
The stones were perfect, square and strong
The masons labored hard and long
They dug their stones, but they found doom
Far above their death did loom
From his roost owl eyes did seek
Shadow came with claw and beak
They stacked their stones, but they found doom
Shadow came to kill and to consume

This was silenced quickly enough when the Abbott looked
up from his book with stern eyes.
“Only a fool disregards that which seems unbelievable
simply because it cannot be.“ he said, “While this may
very well be the drunken nightmare of Master Tigwyn and
his mole masons, I shall not ignore his fear or request. You
shall travel to Murkenhill and see if there is any truth to
this tale. I trust when you are there you will know what
must be done.”
You aren’t sure why the Abbot chose your group for this
Quest, but you were all excited to get outside the walls
and see the wilds of the Murkenhill…and then the rain
came.

For perfect stone they were seduced
But fools pass below Shadow’s roost

ADVENTURE
BACKGROUND

They found their doom, but wanted stones
Now they lay in piles of bones

Ratrug was always considered vile and shifty…even for a
shrew. He was never popular, or even trusted, among his
kinfolk and became a loner. Despite his resourcefulness, he
was a lone small creature in the wilds, and death was
lurking around every corner.

Shadow’s Roost is an adventure designed for 3-5 player
characters of first level, and will take about 2-4 hours to
complete. For a larger group, increase the number of rats
at the Rock Pillar (see later).
The rest of the information is for the Keeper only! If you
are not the Keeper and plan on playing this Quest, STOP
reading now!

PLAYER INTRODUCTION
The following is an introduction for the player characters.
This passage can simply be read to the players, or
paraphrased and put in your own words:
You pull your cloak tightly about your body, but the
drenched material does little to keep out the wind and
rain. You look about at your equally miserable
companions, all of them deep in their own thoughts.
It has been several days since you were summoned to the
library of the Abbott Camber. The elderly otter barely
looked up from the tome he was reading the entire time
he talked to you.
It seemed that a cryptic message had come from the
Quarry in the Murkenhill claiming that an ancient evil had
returned…the legendary owl, Shadow. You each had a
reaction to this, some a gasp, others a muffled chuckle,
but the overtone was obviously one of disbelief. Shadow is
nothing more than a fairy tale used to scare mole children.

It was the pathetic moans that brought Ratrug to the base
of the large oak tree where Craw the raven lay wounded.
The raven had suffered a broken wing, and was near
death.
Ratrug almost slinked back away into the woods just then.
I would like to tell you that he had a sudden burst of
decency, but I would be lying. The truth of the matter is
that he saw a powerful ally, and the fulcrum for a devious
scheme!
Ratrug built a shelter around Craw, mended his wing, and
kept him fed until he returned to health. Despite the
dubious honor of a raven, Craw has remained loyal to
Ratrug ever since. When the raven was in perfect health
again, Ratrug began to put his plan into action.
The spot where Craw was wounded was near Tigwyn’s
Quarry in Murkenhill. The distant clinking of pick on stone
reminded Ratrug of the well-known tale of Shadow’s
Roost. It was an ancient tale, and most considered it a
legend…but the image of the owl, Shadow still fills the
hearts of the moles with fear, and it was well known that
the location of Shadow’s Roost was still shunned to this
day.
What if the owl returned? The moles would be terrified!
Surely they would be more than willing to pay handsomely

to keep the owl’s wrath under control. And with wealth
came power. Ratrug rubbed his paws together as his eyes
squinted and a shifty smirk spread across his face.

THE PLOT THICKENS!
Circling around the Murkenhill on the back of Craw, Ratrug
was more than surprised to find that the fabled Shadow’s
Roost actually existed; a tall pillar of stone in an
overgrown thorny clearing. In the shadow of the pillar lay
scores of moss covered stone bricks, and on top of the
pillar a plateau. On the plateau were the dried remains of
a long unused nest and, to Ratrug’s shock and horror, the
ancient skeleton of a giant owl! This would be Ratrug’s
new home.
Attacking Tigwyn’s Quarry at night, he has used the legend
of Shadow the Owl to extort gold from the moles. A little
bit of smoke and mirrors in the form of a wicker owls head
for Craw and the cover of night has made the old legend
come alive once more. Needless to say, all this wealth has
not only attracted the attention of scoundrels and thugs,
but also given Ratrug the means to pay these rat
mercenaries. He has raised a small gang of followers in the
Murkenhill.
Tigwyn wasn’t one to sit on his hands and accept his fate.
He has already dispatched a group of moles to confront
the owl. Unfortunately, they were captured by Ratrugs rat
followers. Now Ratrug and his gang are forcing these
moles to build a small fortress around Shadows Roost. Of
course, Tigywyn assumes they are dead, killed by the
fierce owl Shadow.
Enter the player characters…

PART 1: TIGWYNS
QUARRY
The characters arrive at the quarry where they learn from
Tigwyn exactly what has befallen the moles. If they
choose, the characters can investigate the scene of the owl
attacks or question various moles.

The Quarry
The sound of dozens of moles striking pick against stone
can be heard for some distance and the player characters
hear the quarry long before they see it.
The quarry itself is a large depression in the earth about a
quarter furlong in diameter that descends to about the
same depth. The walls are grey and rocky, and several
narrow paths wind around and down to the quarry’s
depth. On that bottom is a calm little lake surrounded by a
dozen precisely made little brick houses with slate
shingled roofs.

At various points along the paths, the characters can see
several (26, if the PCs care to count) moles picking away at
the wall, or shaping stones into bricks and placing them in
neat stacks.

The Reception
For the most part, the characters are ignored. A mole or
two may look up from their work to regard them for a
moment, but quickly go back to their work. The characters
can go anywhere or walk right down to the village without
being confronted.
If the characters approach a mole, he will be very polite,
adjusting little spectacles, looking at them each closely,
and vigorously shaking their paws. None of the moles will
ask any questions or seem to be particularly interested in
who the characters are. They aren’t rude, they just much
rather be working that jawing. A phrase they will hear
merrily thrown about is, “Less yakking, more cracking!”
If the PCs ask where to find Tigwyn, they will be directed
to the smallest building on the quarry’s floor. If they are
asked about what is going on, or about the owl Shadow,
see the passage below: Investigating the Attack.
Foremole Tigwyn the Stonemason
Tigwyn can be found in the building known as “the office.”
There the PCs will find him busily at work behind stacks of
blueprints and plans. He is rather old, but obviously very
fit as well. He is smaller than any of the other moles, but
he has no problem hefting the huge stone hammer that
leans against one corner of the room. The characters will
notice he speaks with a pronounced lisp as soon as he
starts talking.
The characters might initially think Tigwyn is unconcerned
about his situation, because he keeps right on working
while talking to them. However, they will soon learn that
he can do mathematical figures, measure with a
protractor, and ruffle through papers all the while carrying
on a rapid conversation.
Tigwyn: HP 7, DC 3, AP 1(quilted cloth), Fort 5+, Ref 6, Will
6, stone-hammer to hit 1d+1, damage 1d+1, Mv 9,
Special: Tunnel, Tool-as-Weapon, Stone-sense

What Has Happened
Once all the introductions and formalities are done
(Tigwyn will ask how old Abbot Camber is getting along),
it’ll be time to get to business. Below is listed the story
Tigwyn will tell. This is pretty much all he knows on the
subject and won’t have much more to add except
thanking the characters for their help and wishing them
good luck. The following is Tigwyn’s story; you can either
read it or paraphrase it…but don’t forget the lisp!

“It’th like thith. Thith scrawny little threw, Ratrug, jutht
cometh boldly into the quarry latht week. He thayth, “The
dread owl Thadow hath returned to his rootht, and
demandth tribute!” Of courth, we all laughed at him,
cuffed him about the head, and threw him out on hith
furry behind. It was hilariouth…until that night!
The horn of the night watch woke uth from out bedth, and
we ran into the quarry, expecting some vermin raiderth.
What we thaw filled our heartth with dread! The
monstrouth owl came out of the thky thcreeching and
clawing, knocking about moleth and brickth and turning
over wagonth.
If that wathn’t horror enough, that rotten little threw was
thitting atop the owlth back laughing and thcreaming
profanitieth.
The next day Ratrug cometh back, all thmiles and
arrogance. At first we want to kill him, but he warnth uth
that if he doethn’t return to his master, Thadow, with a fat
bag of gold the owl will come again. Not knowing what
elth to do, we give the puke hith gold and thend him on his
way.
I thent thix of my betht moleth to Thadow’s Rootht…but
none returned. They muths have made a nyth thupper for
that fat owl.
Now he threatenth to come back every new week for
another bag of gold, and what can we do but comply?”

Investigating the
attack
The player characters may decide to question some of the
other moles about what they saw. If they do, have some
fun with it. Use goofy voices for the moles, give them
various personalities (comical, grumpy, stupid, etc.)
The other moles stories agree with Tigwyn’s for the most
part, but there are a few oddities and clues to be found
that might arouse the PCs suspicions. Below is a list of 12
comments the PCs might uncover. Six are true, while six
are products of the overactive imaginations of the moles.
For each mole the PCs talk to you can either choose what
information you wish them to give, or you can roll
randomly. First roll a die. If the result is a 1-3, then roll
another die on the True Rumors/Comments list below. If
the roll is a 4-6, roll another die on the False
Rumors/Comments list below.
True Rumors/Comments (1d):
1) “What I remember the most was the eyes! They
weren’t natural, like blazing flame!”
Inside the wicker owls head, Ratrug has positioned
two blazing candles to give Shadow an otherworldly

2)

3)

4)
5)

6)

appearance.
“The owl was black as pitch! I even got me a feather
from the beast!”
One of the moles did manage to find a feather Craw
lost in the battle. If any of the PCs ask if it looks like an
owl feather, have them make a Lore roll. If they make
it tell them: It doesn’t look like any owl’s feather
you’ve ever seen, but you can’t really place it.
“I’m surprised the beast allowed that little grubby
shrew on its back instead of gobbling him up!”
The Legend of Shadow regards him as a savage beast,
not the kind of creature that would form an alliance
with anyone, let alone an animal that would make a
nice little lunch.
“Can’t guess what monster like that needs gold for?”
Same as #3 above.
“Nobody was hurt in the battle. I’m surprised Shadow
didn’t kill us all and take all our gold.”
Several of the moles received some claw scratches,
and lots of bruises (mostly self- inflicted while trying
to get the heck out of the way), but nobody was
seriously injured or killed.
“It’s screech didn’t sound like any other owl I’ve ever
heard, it was downright creepy”
Craw did his best to imitate an owl’s screech, but it
still sounded an awful lot like a caw. Sort of a
CRREEEEEEEEECH sound. Feel free to scream out the
moles imitation yourself, as long as you don’t make it
sound too much like a raven to give it away.

False Rumors/Comments (1d):
1) “It ate Ed right before my eyes!”
Have another Mole point out that the speaker is Ed,
at which point Ed corrects himself and says, “I meant
Fred.” Of course, Fred is the mole who just told him he
was Ed.
2) “The monster’s wingspan was at least 20 paws!”
Craw is actually normal raven size, maybe 6 paws
tops.
3) “Shadow was throwing wagons loaded with bricks
around like they were toys!”
Craw did knock over a cart that was overloaded with
bricks, making it top-heavy.
4) “My spear passed right through his spirit body. The
creature is supernatural I tell you!”
Actually, the mole is known to be a terrible shot with
any weapon, and the spear he tossed missed by a paw
or two.
5) “The owl had me pinned to the ground. It smelled like
death and was about to swallow me whole until it
saw my silver medallion. I swear; it scared the
creature off.”
This mole was actually fairly drunk on the night of the
attack. When Craw knocked him down he rolled into
a fetal position on the ground with his eyes closed.
When he opened them, he was alone. With a burp,
he passed out until morning.

6)

“I think the shrew is a necromancer! The beast
smelled of death, and it looked as if the little guy was
the one in charge.”
Well, Craw does smell pretty bad, but he is alive.
Ratrug was definitely the one calling the shots and
Craw was having a hard time seeing where he was
going with that big old wicker owl head over his eyes.

PART 2:

THE AMBUSH

While traveling to the shunned rock pillar, the PCs are
ambushed by some of Ratrug’s perimeter guards.

Setting Out
Once the player characters feel they have gathered
enough information, and have a general idea of the
direction of Shadow’s Roost, they should set out from the
Quarry. At first the terrain is rocky and broken, but the
dark and tangled trees and vegetation that cover the
valleys of the
Murkenhill soon close
in.
After briefly describing
the terrain, give the
player characters a
moment to make any
preparations or note
any precautions they
may be taking. Don’t
ask them if they are
doing this; just give
them a chance to tell
you before you spring
the ambush on them.

The Bad
Feeling
At one point, the characters are passing close to some
boulders. The vegetation has thinned out where they
walk, but is particularly thick around the boulders. If there
is a Scout or a Warrior in the group (or if you have more
than one, roll randomly to determine which one), tell him
he “has a bad feeling about this place”. This player can
react instantly and take an action. If he stares at you
dumbly or starts to ask questions have him make a Notice
roll. If he makes it, tell him that this looks like a perfect
place for an ambush, and again, give him a chance to take
a quick action (such as warning his friends to take cover).
Then the arrows start flying!

The Attack!
At this point, the weasel brothers, Shim, Sham, and
Melvin, are hiding. They are working for Ratrug and have
been tasked with keeping anyone from getting too close
to the rock pillar. Shim is armed with a Long Bow and 20

arrows in addition to his other equipment. He is sitting in
the branches of a tree and the characters are currently
about 150 paws away (medium range, -1 to hit). Sham and
Melvin have snuck around in the underbrush to flank and
box in the characters. When the characters make a move
in any direction, they jump from their hiding spots and
attack.

The Weasel Brothers
If two of the brothers are killed, the 3rd will try to flee,
cutting a winding path back to the rock pillar. If the 3rd
brother is captured, he will be more than willing to
bargain for his life. He will not give up information
willingly, and will only answer questions he is specifically
asked. Persuasive characters will receive most
information. He knows where the rock pillar is (and might
even lead the characters there), he knows about the
moles and the fortress being built (if he is asked), he may
tell that he is paid gold by Ratrug and that there are
another half dozen rat
mercenaries in his
employ. He knows
nothing of Craw, and
believes that the owl
Shadow actually lives
on Shadow’s Roost and
is running the
operation.
Shim, Sham, and
Melvin
DC 3, AP 2 (leather), HP
5,4,3, to hit 1d, Dmg 1d
(Spear, or Arrow), Fort
6, Ref 5+, Will 5+, Mv
9. Equipment: Each
brother has a belt
pouch with an identical
shiny new gold piece inside (+½d wealth).

PART 3: THE ROCK
PILLAR
The player characters arrive at the rock pillar to find it
crawling with vermin. They also discover the captured
moles that are being forced to build a stone fortress
around the pillar. There are far too many vermin to fight,
and the characters must figure out some way to get inside
and to the heart of the problem, Shadow’s roost.

Nearing the Rock
Pillar
The rock pillar is visible for some distance, so the PCs have
plenty of time to approach stealthily. There were no
guards besides the weasel brothers, and the work going

on around the pillar has Ratrug’s henchmen involved
enough that they won’t be scanning the tree line.
The rock pillar sits in the center of a small clearing with a
narrow stream running through it. The clearing is about
150 paws in diameter, and surrounded by thick trees,
shrubs, and brambles. The rock pillar itself consists of one
huge rock about 100 paws high tapering off to a plateau
far above. Around the base of the pillar are many smaller
pillars and piles of square-ish brown rocks. About 30 paws
all around the pillar are the beginnings of a stone wall;
obviously some kind of small fortress is being built.
6 ragged moles are hard at work cutting stones and
building the wall. The moles are obviously fatigued and
their feet are shackled together with a short length of
chain.
There are 12 evil looking rats lounging about the pillar and
wall. Some are coaxing
the moles, while other
sharpen cruel looking
weapons, play dice
games, or are simply
asleep.

The odds
are
against
them
There are 12 capable
rats around the rock
pillar, and the moles
are obviously too
exhausted to be much
help in a fight. It should
be painfully obvious
the characters are outnumbered in this one.
If the presence of the player characters becomes obvious,
or they attack the rats, all 12 of them will join in the fight
as quickly as possible. The ruckus will also alert Ratrug and
Craw to the presence of the PCs. If 8 of the rats are killed
before one of the player characters fall, or the PCs ever
outnumber the rats, the rest will try to escape as quickly
as possible, otherwise the battle lust will take them and
they will fight to the finish (assuming their greater
numbers will prevail).
Henchrats
There are 12 rats, two of which are diseased (*). Anyone
hit by their knives must make a fortitude save or suffer a
loss of one STR per day until cured or until STR reaches 0
(which would result in death).
Rats: AC 2, HP 6,6,5,5,4*,4,3*,3,2,2,1,1 Fort 5+, Ref 5+,
Will 6 various light weapons; 2d(L) damage

Equipment: They also have other miscellaneous minor
equipment like a deck of cards, some dice, a full wineskin,
a box of salt, and a small wooden flute.

Devising a
Cunning Plan
There is no right or wrong way for the players to deal with
this situation…they are going to have to come up with a
plan of their own and implement it. There is a lot to work
with. Reward smart or fun ideas and punish poor ones.
Have them make any die rolls that seem appropriate and
deal with the results in a fun and dramatic way.
Remember, the players are role playing their characters as
if they were actually there. The story is going to go in the
direction the players take it, and the NPCs are going to act
accordingly.

PART 4:
SHADOW’S
ROOST
The players find out the
truth behind Shadows
return when they ascend
to the top of the rock
pillar. A climactic battle
with Ratrug and Craw
will determine if the
characters fail, and the
moles of Tigwyn’s quarry
continue to be terrorized
or, if they defeat the
villains and end the
charade.

Getting
to the Top
Ratrug gets to the top of Shadow’s roost by riding Craw.
The PCs are obviously going to have to find another way to
the top. A climb is challenging, but not impossible (a roll of
5+ for a non-Scout). If there is a Scout in the group, he will
find the climb considerably easier, making a single roll at
+1 to ascend to the top. There is a small ledge just below
the top where a character could brace himself and lower a
rope for his companions allowing them to ascend with
ease.
If a climb roll is failed, it results in a fall causing ½d points
of damage to the climber. This also dislodges some rocks
and the noise might attract the attention of one of the rat
henchmen on a die roll of 5+. If characters think fast, they
might be able to hide among the rocks before the rat
looks their way…otherwise they will be discovered and the
rat will shout out an alarm.

On Shadows Roost
The plateau on the top of the rock pillar is about 30 paws
in diameter. It is littered with small bones, pebbles and
rocks. The center of the area is filled with a disheveled pile
of sticks, string, moss, and dried grass that make up a
huge nest. Lying just outside this is a large owl head mask
made out of painted wicker. Next to the mask a small bag
lays open with several gold coins laying about it (there are
100 gold coins in the bag). In the next are the skeletal
remains of a long dead owl of huge proportions. Also in
the next is a large raven (Craw) and lying atop him is a
grubby little shrew (Ratrug).

The maiming of the
shrew
A lot will depend on the situation the characters have
created. If they made a lot of nose, attracted the attention
of the rats below, or attacked the rats, Ratrug and Craw
will know they are
there. They may
have already
attacked them on
the ground, or be
prepared to meet
them on Shadow’s
roost. If they have
been extra stealthy,
they may catch
Ratrug and Craw
totally unaware. You
are going to have to
play it as the
situation calls for.
If the PCs manage to
sneak up on the
villains, Ratrug is
lying on Craw’s back
eating some nuts.
He is bragging about their victory and how stupid moles
are, and how once his fortress is built he will launch an
attack on Murkenhill Fort. Craw is laughing at everything
he says (caw caw caw). Ratrug and Craw can each make a
+1 notice roll if the PCs try to sneak up on the plateau or
do something else that exposes them.

Live to fight another
day (or run away!)
Craw will fight to the finish as long as Ratrug is alive and
fighting. If the battle goes bad, Ratrug will do his best to
escape, probably jumping on Craws back and flying away,
or having the raven grab him in his talons and fly away. If
Craw dies, and the battle looks lost, Ratrug will surrender
and the PCs can take him back as a prisoner. If Ratrug
takes a fatal wound, Craw takes to the air and flies away
immediately.

Ratrug: Rogue L3, HP 9, DC 5 (shield, DEX 15), AP 1
(snakeskin armour), sword 1d damage, Mv 9, Ref +3,
Sneak attack, Disguise +2, Jump & Climb +3, Locks & Traps
+3, Stealth +3, Sleight +3.
Craw (Raven)
HD 2, HP 12, DC 4, Dmg ½d+1 (peck), Fort 4+, Ref 4+, Will
6, Mv 3/24 (flying). Craw is a raven, which is not dissimilar
to a crow, only rather larger.

Wrapping it up
Rats aren’t known for their loyalty. When the battle on
Shadow’s Roost starts, they will all stop what they are
doing and look up. If the battle goes well, they will cheer
and jeer. If the battle goes poorly and Ratrug or Craw get
killed, or flee, the rats below will beat feet for the nearest
forest edge and head for the shelter of the Murkenhill.
Without a payday, they have little to hang around for.

Rescuing the moles
The Moles are tired
and hungry, but are
more than capable
of making it back to
the quarry. The
chains on their legs
can be easily broken
off with one of the
picks or hammers
they carry.

Tigwyn’s thanks
Needless to say, Tigwyn is thrilled to find his moles
haven’t been digested and become owl poop. He is a little
embarrassed that he fell for the ruse, but is happy that the
threat has been eliminated. The player characters are the
guest of honor at a party involving pan seared lake trout
with truffles and lots and lots of dark ale. If they give him
back his gold, he tells them to keep it as a reward. If they
don’t give back the gold, well, then they rewarded
themselves. (Remember to award the characters 10 XP
between them for this – double the award if they
volunteered to give it back first).

Back at the Abbey

Quarry Crawl

Abbot Camber is proud of the player characters good
judgment and heroics. He tells them he sees big things in
their future. If Ratrug escaped, he is rightly concerned and
tells the PCs that they better “keep an eye on that one!”

No sooner do the PCs start to sober up from Tigwyn’s
party than they are summoned to the Foremole’s office.
One of the moles was chipping away at the wall and
discovered an ancient tunnel behind a stone. The entrance
is square, and obviously not natural. Frightening carvings
of serpents adorn the walls of a tunnel that plunges down
into darkness. What terrors and treasure lies within?

FURTHER QUEST IDEAS
Here are just a few ideas you can develop for linked
adventures or to continue the story.

Raven Attack!
Craw introduces Ratrug to his flock. The shrew convinces
the birds to launch an attack on the unsuspecting
Stonewell Abbey, where they grab and fly away with
Abbot Camber! Can the heroes rescue the Abbot and
devise a plan to fend off the aerial attacks?

Rats in the Murkenhill
After the characters defeated Ratrug and Craw, his rat
hirelings fled into the Murkenhills. It wasn’t long before
they started raiding the small farmsteads and settlements
in the area. Lord Tredegar of Murkenhill Fort can’t seem
to track down the gang of vermin, and sends for the help
of our heroes.
-

The End

